Developer Role at Simplysent.com - Small, Agile Team

www.simplysent.com
www.simplysent.com/tour

Hours per week: 20-25 hours (part-time)
Ideally undergraduate candidates
Please Apply by June 15th, but ideally by May 30th

Technology Used & Integrations
Back End: Ruby on Rails
Payment API: Stripe Payments
Emails: SendGrid
Hosting: Amazon/Heroku
Code Management: Github
Project Management: Asana
Marketplace: built from scratch
Future Integrations: Twilio and UPS World Connect

We run an e-commerce/distribution business, which is focused on helping busy business professionals be more thoughtful.

We are looking to expand our team with a front-end developer, who ideally has familiarity with ruby on rails (to help with some part of the back end). Compensation will be anywhere from $750-1,250/month and 5-7.5% of equity. Ideal person could put in 25 hrs a week.

The concept is simple - people spend the majority of their lives working and know that building their relationships is key to a successful career. You might have someone as a connection on LinkedIn or know a potential customer at a company, but developing these relationships is difficult and a big time sink.

With the rapid adoption of LinkedIn and CRM systems, its now possible to combine real-time business updates, marketplace technology, and existing contact systems to help people easily send thoughtful gifts. So if someone gets promoted, changes jobs, has a baby, gets married, you closed a deal, you get a business referral, it's administration professionals day, the holidays, we help you easily act on these events.

To solve this need, we help people connect to a marketplace of specialty retailers and small batch wineries, while providing high-end ecards and access their existing contacts from LinkedIn or their CRM system. The site also has a dashboard feed of Calendar events, LinkedIn updates and CRM leads/deal closings so you never forget an important event for people in your network

Interested candidates should email dweiss@simplysent.com